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22 Benefits Of Urban Street
Researchers at Stanford University have designed open-source software to help policy makers and urban planners build more sustainable cities.
New urban planning software may inspire more sustainable cities
The urban street vendors whose business and livelihood took a severe beating during the course of deadly second wave of the pandemic will be covered under the special package.
Odisha announces special package for urban street vendors
Getting booted for not obeying parking signage on private property is a huge hassle, involving a fine and a wait of sometimes an hour or more for someone to come and remove the boot. But if City ...
Code amendment would make car booting less of a headache
The City of East Providence and EP Urban Forest, a local group working to improve the city's ecosystems through education, planning, and community activities, are seeking volunteers to collect ...
East Providence and EP Urban Forest To Inventory Street Trees
In last trading session, Urban One, Inc. (NASDAQ:UONE) saw 9,048,554 shares changing hands with its beta currently measuring 0. Company’s recent per share price level of $13.66 trading at -$4.04 or ...
Analysts Say Urban One, Inc. (NASDAQ:UONE) Can Really Get to $6 in 12 Months
Highlighting the country’s celebration of the International Day for Biological Diversity 2021 on May 22 ... celebration of urban biodiversity, particularly its many benefits and linkage to ...
Urban biodiversity keeps cities green, sustainable and livable
Privacy fears over collection of data from Covid-19 ‘Leave Home Safe’ app highlighted as evidence of lack of public confidence in officials, with panellists at China Conference saying better ...
Hong Kong’s smart city ambitions being hurt by public mistrust of government, China Conference analysts say
Urban Communities Steel Valley LLC of Phoenix told city officials it wants to create “multi-family workforce apartments” in the building at 225 S. Pennsylvania Ave. Urban Communities Steel ...
Part of former Troutman store sold; apartments planned
In Colombia, the revolt that has taken over the streets since April 28, now more than a month old, shows no signs of stopping.
A Month of Incendiary Revolt in Colombia
The cutoff of unemployment benefits is aimed at lowering wages in the face of rising inflation and blackmailing the jobless into accepting dangerous work as the pandemic continues to claim hundreds of ...
The American ruling class “experiments” with eliminating unemployment benefits for millions of workers
The fiscal deficit for FY 2020-21 (revised estimates) is projected to be 9.5% of the GDP; for 2021-22, it is pegged at ... on health by the rural and urban populations. As far as health ...
The many benefits of an eco tax
The omnivores were selected so that they closely matched the vegetarians and vegans in terms of their sex, age, maternal education and place of residence (rural/urban). The average duration of ...
Vegan diets in children may bring heart benefits but pose growth risks
Many families said they avoided benefits despite having “serious financial concerns” during the pandemic, the Urban Institute said ... a mortgage (21.7%) while 22.6% said they had issues ...
Low-Income US Immigrant Families Avoided Benefits During Pandemic Over Immigration Fears, Study Finds
Yamacraw Village, an 80-year old public housing development in downtown Savannah, has 315 units on 22 acres. Two new apartment buildings north of Yamacraw across West Bay Street have more than 400 ...
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Reimagining Yamacraw: City has chance to deliver on affordable housing promises
If you have driven down S.W. Huntoon Street past S.W. Warren ... to consider the nutritional benefits of a vegetable garden and the importance of urban agriculture. The 1-acre garden is situated ...
CapFed Best News: Topekan Bill Randall is promoting urban agriculture through this decades-old community garden
the group is currently building 22 townhomes on Richmond’s Southside. The development is going to be called The Hollands at Perry, and will be located between Perry and West 24th Street.
Getting Richmonders the keys to affordable homes
“I’d say it’s about half and half,” said Ricardo Barron, director of Urban Alchemy’s skid row ... on Stanford Avenue and turned left on 5th Street to work toward San Pedro Street.
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